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Our Most Powerful Chart
Pattern Package EVER!
- NEW Multiple Timeframe Chart Patterns
- NEW Two Pre-Configured MTC Pattern Profiles
- NEW MTC Pattern Trading Seminar

The POWER of Multiple Timeframe
Confirmation Now in CPRM 6
The Most Powerful Chart
Pattern Technology in the World
is Now Better than Ever!
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The Daily chart for
APH shows a Short
Signal and it is
confirmed with a
CPRM6 Trend Line
Break. But we want
more confirmation
that this stock is
primed to fall.

The Chart Pattern Recognition Module
(CPRM) automatically finds the stocks
with the strongest patterns in the market.
Now in CPRM6, we can also find the
best patterns in ANY timeframe! This
breakthrough in pattern identification
technology makes the best Chart Pattern
Module more powerful than ever before!
When CPRM6 is activated in your
OmniTrader or VisualTrader, the software
will find the historical and current
patterns for the symbols being analyzed.
This helps us find the best setups based on
the current timeframe analysis.
But now, you can also have any other
periodicity analyzed. Simply activate
another timeframe to be analyzed and add
the pattern columns for that periodicity.
You can also use one of the pre-configured
MTC Profiles we provide to easily find
the highest confirmed trades in the market
(see next page).

The Weekly chart for
APH also shows a
downward move
confirmation with a
Trend Line Bounce
that would be almost
impossible to see in
the Daily chart.

Get MTC Patterns in Higher
AND Lower Timeframes
CPRM6 provides the flexibility of
getting pattern confirmation in either
higher timeframes or lower timeframes –
or BOTH! Whether you enable a higher
timeframe or a lower timeframe, CPRM6
will analyze all of the enabled timeframes
in your profile and show you any recent
patterns. This unique ability to span
multiple timeframes for Chart Patterns
creates an unprecedented edge for
CPRM6 owners!

Over 14%
in one month

The combination of the
Daily AND the Weekly
confirmation helps us
identify a stock that is
poised to MOVE!
CPRM6 makes it easy
to find trades like this
on a consistent basis.

The Most Highly Confirmed
		Candidates at Your Fingertips!
The CPRM6
End-of-Day Profile

See the Market in ANY Timeframe

CPRM6 includes two pre-configured Profiles
to help you find the most highly confirmed
candidates in the market.

CPRM6 lets you
see the pattern
analysis for any
timeframe.

The CPRM6 EOD Profile looks at two different
timeframes when you run your analysis. First, it
looks at the Daily timeframe to identify the stocks
with strong recent Chart Patterns and determines
the likely direction of a move.
The Profile also provides an even higher level of
confirmation by also analyzing the Weekly charts
for each symbol. Any recent higher timeframe
patterns that are detected are displayed in the Focus
List, making it easy to see which symbols have the
highest level of pattern confirmation.
The CPRM6 EOD Profile is very easy to use. Just
activate your favorite Strategies and let ‘er rip! It’s
never been easier to see which signals from your
Strategies have the highest probability of success!

When you enable
a timeframe for
analysis, you
can see the most
recently identified
pattern, whether
it is bullish or
bearish, how long
ago the pattern
was identified
and more.
CPRM6 allows you to choose from the pattern information you
want to see for each timeframe. And you can choose from both
lower timeframes and higher timeframes.

An All New Level of Pattern Confirmation
The CPRM6 EOD Profile looks
at the Daily chart and the Weekly
chart in order determine which
trades have the highest profit
potential.
The image to the right shows
the CPRM6 EOD Profile
Interface. We can easily see the
Daily Pattern information on
the left and the Weekly Pattern
information on the right. Finding
patterns in the same direction,
like we see on FLR, gives us an
incredibly highly confirmed trade.

Unprecedented Real Time
Trading Power
The CPRM6 Real Time Profile

Confirming the Best Intraday Trades

This exciting new version of the Chart
Pattern Recognition Module also includes
a pre-configured Real Time Profile for
multiple timeframe analysis.
The CPRM6 RT Profile is designed
to be run on the 5-minute timeframe.
When done so, it will identify patterns
for all of the symbols in your Focus List
in that timeframe. And it will also look
for any recent patterns in the 60-minute
timeframe.
This makes it easy to instantly see not
only the most highly confirmed Real
Time trades, but it will also keep you from
trading into a strong higher timeframe
pattern that could hinder your trade.
MTC Patterns give Real Time traders
incredible trading firepower, and is only
available in CPRM6!

The Focus List row at the top shows a bullish 5 minute Trendline pattern being
confirmed by a bullish 60 minute Trendline pattern. This added level of
confirmation helps to take the trade with confidence, and capture an easy profit on AIG.

Also Included

Boosting Profits with MTC Chart Patterns

Seminar

While the new features in CPRM6 are intuitive and easy to engage, we want to make
sure that you have all of the information you need to profit ASAP. So your purchase of
CPRM6 includes our new seminar, Boosting Profits with MTC Chart Patterns.
This seminar will discuss how you would approach confirming trades using multiple
timeframe Chart Patterns. We show which patterns are helpful in lower and higher
timeframes, and how to configure OmniTrader in order to use the MTC Patterns to find
the hottest prospects in the market.
We will also explore the CPRM6 MTC Profiles. We will show you how easy it is to put
these profiles into action, and also how you can customize these profiles to find the
exact setup you are looking for.
Boosting Profits with MTC Chart Patterns gives you the information you need
to make consistent gains with CPRM6, and it is included FREE with your purchase
of CPRM6.

